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ABSTRACT 

 
Yarn structure influences the configuration of the constituent fibers in the yarn and the comfort     properties of the 

fabrics to a great extent. The fiber arrangement in the yarn has a major influence on the comfort-related properties 

such as thermal conductivity, air permeability, wickability, and moisture vapor permeability. The amount of twist 

plays vital role for finished consumers' good which determines appearance, durability and serviceability of fabric. 

This project aims to study on high twist yarn and its its influence on fabric comfort and behavior and to find its 

suitable application in kurtis . In this study, yarn samples of VSF compact spun yarn of different counts and different 

twists are sourced. Plain weaved fabric is produced with the desired warp and weft yarns and the parameters are 

studied by subjecting both the samples of yarn and fabric into a series of testing like Evenness, Hairiness, Strength 

in Yarn stage and Stiffness, Flexural rigidity, Bursting strength in Fabric stage. These tests help us to understand 

and study the properties of yarn and fabric (Mechanical and Low stress mechanical properties) and to analyze the 

effect of yarn linear density and TPI on fabric properties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

High twist yarn plays an important and significant role on the yarn quality and its production. It provides cohesion 

between the fibres and gives strength to the yarn particularly when the yarn is subjected to any external force. Yarn 

twist has always been an integral part in textile design for its marked influence on the different aspects of those 

fabrics such as, appearance, handle and functional properties.  Therefore, twisting mechanism including twist 

distribution and propagation has attracted the increasing interest of researchers in textiles and apparel. Highly 

twisted yarn is widely used in the textile industry in order to produce a primarily clothing (mostly kurtis and blouse 

materials) and upholstery fabric. In the weaving industry it is always emphasized to increase production and 

maintain quality of woven fabric so the mill can meet the demands of both national and international quality familiar 

consumers and markets. Also Competitiveness is the main feature of the textile industry in future. So alternative 

solutions from yarn and fabric is required in order to meet the demand and also up gradation to withstand the 

national and international standards. By twisting the yarn the applications will find global market. From literature 

review it is visible that various researchers have focused on the characteristics of high twist yarn. In this research, a 

range of twist level has been analyzed. By taking different counts (30, 40 COUNT ) in order to find out the most 

appropriate twist level for producing a yarn having acceptable properties.Its important parameters can only lead to 

the betterment or improvement in the fabric behavior and properties. The main aim of our project to study the 

properties of yarn and fabric (Mechanical and low stress mechanical properties) and to analyse the effect of yarn 

linear density, TPI on fabric properties by conducting series of tests in both the stages (in both yarn and fabric 

stages) and to find the suitable application (Kurtis). Besides this, optimization tools are also being used as it helps to 

find variation between samples and it helps to understand the influence of yarn parameters on fabric strength.  
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2. BACK GROUND OF THE WORK  

 
Textile fabrics have been serving the human race for many centuries. They not only provide strength but also 

provide flexibility (easy to bend, shear, and twist), permeability, and drape-ability. Such unique attributes are 

essential to obtain considerable protection, esthetics, and comfort during their use as apparels or garments. In this 

21st century, they are now being used in various technical applications where the product requirements are 

altogether different from normal garment properties. The most commonly used fabric structure for garments and 

even for technical applications is the woven fabrics where two sets of perpendicular yarns are crossed and 

interweave with each other to create a coherent and stable structure. In this chapter, we focus on the details on the 

woven fabric construction to describe the basic principles used in establishing structure-property relationship of a 

textile structure and illustrate the underlying assumptions and their implications. This will help in analysis and 

interpretation of the structural-property relationship of such fabrics, and set a platform to select/engineer optimum 

structure with suitable properties of the fabric for various technical applications (1). A process for forming crepe 

fabrics on a shuttleless loom is provided which includes temporary stabilization of highly twisted (e.g., 40-70 TPI) 

filament yarn. To this end, hot melt size is applied at a predetermined temperature in predetermined amounts (e.g., 

add-on of about 10.5-13.5%) immediately after twisting so as to reduce the liveliness of the yarn and to thereby 

permit it to be woven. After weaving, the yarn stabilization is reversed by a desizing operation. The fabric is 

subsequently heat treated to develop crepe characteristics (2). The yarn structure and fabric interlacing pattern are 

determining parameters for fabric properties. The current study focusses on the multi-response optimization of 

certain fabric properties like shrinkage, areal density, thickness, flexural rigidity, and bending modulus using 

principal component analysis for optimum properties. Yarn twist (four different levels), fabric weave design (plain 

and twill), and yarn type (carded and combed) were the variables of the study. The Taguchi approach of the 

orthogonal array was sued for designing the experiments, and eight different samples were produced. The yarn twist 

and fabric weave design were found to have significant effect on these properties of the fabric. Furthermore, using 

analysis of the variance method, contribution% of parameters to these properties was determined (3). Flexural 

rigidity of a fabric is among the important properties, especially for industrial applications of high performance 

fabrics. The relationships between various fabric properties and fabric stiffness were analyzed. Several 

monofilament fabrics were tested in the warp direction for this purpose. It was found that there were close 

relationships between fabric stiffness and warp diameter, filling diameter, fabric modulus and fabric density. As 

yarn diameters and fabric modulus increase, the stiffness of fabric also increases. It was evident that fabric design 

has also an effect on fabric stiffness for the tested fabrics. The measured fabric stiffness values were compared with 

theoretical calculations that showed good agreement (4). When fabrics are bent or creased in other than the warp or 

fill directions, the de formation of the individual yarns has a torsional component. The interaction of this component 

with the twist of the yarn should result in anisotropic creasing behavior in the fabric.Crease recovery as a function of 

test direction was measured for a number of fabrics. Anisotropy attributable to torsion-twist interaction was found in 

cellulosic fabrics when strong directional effects due to such factors as twill ribs were not introduced by the fabric 

construction. The effect could be qualitatively related to the yarn twists. With fibers of greater intrinsic resilience, 

such as wool, nylon, or acetate, the crease recovery was essentially isotropic.When cellulosic fabrics were treated 

with dimethylol urea, their crease recovery not only became greater but also was more nearly isotropic (5). 
Investigating the effect of weft yarn twist level on sensorial comfort of 100% woven cotton fabrics. Five cotton 

fabrics were woven with incremental weft yarn twist levels and their tensile and shear strength, pure bending, 

compression, surface friction and roughness were evaluated using Kawabata Evaluation System and compared. The 

study reveals that at higher level of twist, lower surface friction, less compressibility, less slipperiness (0.264 warp 

and 0.199 weft direction), rougher surface (0.026 warp and 0.020 weft) and less even surface (2.643 warp and 

1.998) were observed. The wicking ability also reduced with the increase in twist level while there was an 

improvement in water permeability (6). study of the effect of high twist factor yarns of crepe fabrics on vertical and 

horizontal wicking rates.For this aim, three 100% PET woven samples varying in their twists/m values (1000, 1600, 

2400 TPM) for their pick yarns were produced, taking into account that the other production parameters were 

constant. Results showed that the increase in twist factor increased vertical wicking rates due to the progressive 

decrease in intra thread spaces. On the other hand, horizontal wicking rate was increased until a specific twist factor, 

after which the horizontal wicking rate decreased. This can be attributed to the deformation of yarns alignment 

which directly affects the inter yarn spaces (7). The main advantages of using twisted fibrous structures are for their 

strength, weight, flexibility, and elastic behavior, it exhibits maximum axial stiffness and minimum bending 

stiffness (8).  the tensile properties of high stretch yarns are dependent on the  configuration of the constituent 

filaments and on the complexity of assembly of these filaments, and that the fundamental shape of crimps of the 

yarn consists of a series of rings  which develop the high extension properties(9). Developed the woven fabric using 
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the combination of vortex yarn spun by using cotton, viscose and modal fibres. Different combinations in warp and 

weft directions are used to produce the woven fabric. The bursting strength of the woven fabric made air vortex spun 

yarn shows a terrible increase in the tensile strength of fabric. There is a 1.5 time increase in the tensile strength of 

fabric due to the yarn strength increase and the good cohesion property of air vortex yarn (10). 

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

Table 1 Yarn used 

 
1. 30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( Normal Twist)  Z twist 

2. 30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z twist 

3. 30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  S twist 

4. 40’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( Normal Twist)  Z twist 

5. 40’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z twist 

6. 40’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  S twist 

 Table 2 Fabric produced pattern 

S,NO  WARP  WEFT  STRUCTURE  

1  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( Normal Twist)  

Z twist  

30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( Normal 

Twist)  Z twist  

Plain 

2  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( Normal Twist)  

Z twist  

30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  

Z twist  

`plain 

3  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  

Z twist  

Plain 

4  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  

Z twist  

Plain 

5  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  

Z twist  

Plain 

7  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

40’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( Normal 

Twist)  Z twist  

Plain 

8  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  

Z twist (40TPI)  

Plain 

9  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  

S twist (40TPI)  

Plain 

10  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

40’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High Twist)  

Z twist ( 40 TPI)  

Plain 

11  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 

twist  

40’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High Twist)  

S twist ( 40 TPI)  

Plain 

12  30’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High twist)  Z 40’s Ne VSF Compact spun yarn ( High Twist)  Plain 
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 3.1 METHODOLOGY 

Initially, VSF Compact spun yarn of different counts and various twist  of  yarns  has been sourced.Fabric samples 

with the desired warp and weft have been produced in    the Projectile loom.After that we are going to do series of 

tests in both yarn stage and fabric Stage.Tests are done to study the parameters (Mechanical and low stress 

Mechanical properties).  
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twist  Z twist ( 35 TPI)  

3

METHODOLOGY

YARN USED 

FABRIC PRODUCED

TESTING 

YARN STAGE: 
5 TESTS

FABRIC 
STAGE: 

18 TESTS

30’S VSF
40’S VSF 
60’S VSF

(compact spun yarn)
High twist, Normal twist{z, s twist} 

used for weft

30’S VSF( NORMAL TWIST)
Used for warp

Total samples= 14
TPI= 35,40
COUNT = 30’s, 40’s,     

60’s
TWIST = (high twist , 
normal twist) 

1. TPI 

2. TENACITY 

3. YARN COUNT 

4. ELONGATION 

5. STRENGTH 

 

 

 

 

Mechanical properties: 

 

 EPI  
 PPI  
 GSM 
 Tensile  strength- Warp way/Weft 

way  
 Abrasion resistance (weight loss %)  
 Air permeability  
 Crease recovery 
 Bending length – warp way/weft 

way Flexural rigidity 
 Drape coefficient 
 Thickness 
 Bending modulus 

 

 Low Stress Mechanical Properties 
 Kawabata Evaluation System (KBES) 
 Total Handle Value 
 Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate (MVTR) 
 Mechanical Properties 
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3.2 YARN TEST RESULTS 

 

 
 

 
3.3 FABRIC PARTICULARS and TEST results 
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3.4 LOW STRESS MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
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3.5 TOTAL HANDLE VALUE (THV)  
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The total handle value of the fabric sample is determined by analysing the results obtained using the KWBES  

method which gives the behaviour of the fabric on low stress mechanical properties. The total handle value obtained 

by considering the Stiffness, crimpiness, Fullness & softness, Anti drape properties. 

3.6 MOISTURE VAPOUR TRANSMISSION RATE- ( MVTR)  
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CONCLUSION: 

 

1. The strength of the high twisted yarn is less compared to normal yarn.   

2. The tensile strength of the fabric is reduced in case of fabric made by using high twisted yarn 

3. The drape of the fabric is improved when high twisted yarn is used for making fabric because of yarn become 

more elastic. 

4. The abrasion resistance of high twisted yarn fabric is drastically reduced when compared to normal fabric because 

the yarn surface become more rough. 

5. The low stress mechanical properties of High twisted yarn fabric found to be equivalent high when compared with 

normal fabric.  

6. The total handle value of the  fabric made by using high twisted yarn has got good results.  

7. MVTR rate has been improved in case of fabric made by using high twisted yarn.   
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